
Environmental Sensors



Smart City
Applications
The urban population in

Cyprus is expected to grow

8.2% by the year 2030.

The rapid increase in the

number of people residing

in the urban areas is going

to amplify the problems

the residents are already

facing.

Municipalities face the

challenge of maintaining the

quality of life of their

residents, in spite of the

decreasing availability of

resources such as space and

the increasing pollution,

traffic congestion and

criminality.



Environmental
Sensors

Problem

Our Solution
Our solution includes the use of IoT

Hardware and Software, all to better

save energy and provide data to

efficiently manage the resources spent.

Our system allows remote monitoring of

the quality of air in ambient or difficult

environments.  In particular, our system

observes the concentration of

particles, O3, NO2, pressure,

temperature and humidity, both

outdoors and indoors.  

The environment we live in as

humans is a major contributor to our

comfort, well-being and

productivity.

Nowadays, there are many factors

which affect the environment, and

more specifically, the quality of air.  

Monitoring the environmental

conditions  is necessary in order to

be able to take the appropriate

measurements to have a high

quality of life.



How does the
system work?

The sensor is an all-in-one multi-

parameter monitor.  

It has an ongoing measurement

quality and there are stand-alone

versions with the use of solar panel &

3G).

It can be applied in Smart Cities with

the use of IoT, in industrial sites (such

as quarries, mines, airports and

ports), in workshops, warehouses and

work-sides, as well as in road

construction.

The sensor continuously and

simultaneously measures the levels of

PM1, PM2.5, PM10, as well as NO2,

O3, temperature, humidity and

pressure.  There are Other gas

sensors available (including SO2,

CO, CO2, VOC, H2S, NO).

The connection of the sensor with the rest of

the system is done through Radio 868 MHz

(Europe), with line of sight range: 2 km

LoRa/SigFox ready.

The communication with the web server is

done through Ethernet (options: 3/4G, Wi-Fi,

Zigbee, LoRa).  It is encrypted and the

secured data exchanges are done using SSL

protocol.

Environmental monitoring, Smart Factories,

Smart Grid, Smart Building, Smart Cities
Applications

Benefits 24/7 access from any device connected to

the Internet (PC, tablet, smartphone)

Secure data transfer, storage and access

Easy connection to other servers and

platforms by FTP or API

Intuitive and easy to use

Scalable solutions



How do you
benefit?

impact.  In addition, the environmental

sensors can be placed indoors, which

can help optimize office environment

and detect leaks and issue warnings

and reports.

With the application of our system, it is

possible to monitor the air quality.

Collecting information about the

environmental conditions, we are able

to understand how people's activities

affect them and take appropriate

measurements in order to minimize our



Our Smart City Solutions

Smart Waste

Management System

Smart Lighting

Management System

Environmental Sensors

Smart Parking

Management System

Contact us:

sales@inntenet.com

+357 22013796

https://inntenet.com/


